sensor networks that utilizes cognitive radio transmission is used. In cognitive radio (CR) 
Introduction
Accordingly today's trend of technology the demand for wireless communication introduces efficient spectrum utilization challenge. To complete this challenge, cognitive radio has emerged as the key technology, which enables opportunistic access to the spectrum. The main potential advantages introduced by cognitive radio are improving spectrum utilization and increasing communication quality. These appealing features match the unique requirements and challenges of resource-constrained multi-hop wireless sensor networks (WSN). (1) Cognitive radio is an emerging wireless communications concept in which a network or a wireless node is able to sense its environment, and especially spectrum holes, and change its transmission and reception chains to communicate in an opportunistic manner, without interfering with licensed users. Cognitive radio thus aims to improve the way the scarce radio spectrum is utilized [2] [3] .The importance of differentiating traffic in wireless sensor networks is growing, and guaranteeing different QoS levels is considered a key challenge for research on wireless sensor networks [4] [5] .The former approach is mainly focused on infrastructure based networks, in which a centralized coordinator or base station manages the spectrum allocation and sharing among the CR users. The CR users, however, may participate in the spectrum sensing function and provide channel information to the central controller. The standardization efforts lead to uniformity in design and policy, thereby allowing multiple independent CR operators to coexist. [6, 7] As an example, the carrier sense mechanism at the MAC layer may not reveal complete information regarding the channel owing to its inability to distinguish between the energy radiated by other CR users and the active PUs in the spectrum. [8] In addition, packets may be simply retransmitted in the event of a collision with other CR users, while the transmission must cease immediately if the packet loss is due to PU activity. [9] The geographic greedy forwarding protocol that we are going to implement works as follow.  On receiving a packet from upper layer, the source node adds a header including the destination ID and location.  The source node sends out the packet to the neighbor closest to the destination.  On receiving a packet from a neighbor, a node forwards the packet if there exists a neighbour closer to the destination than itself.  If there is no neighbor closer than itself, so called local minimum, it simply drops the packet.
In the analysis of CR MAC protocol, we first give the following definitions:  :sensor nodes of critical information In the analysis of the critical traffic throughput as its transmission is independent of non critical traffic transmission. Then, the obtained results are integrated within the analysis of the non critical traffic throughput which depends on the critical traffic transmission only
Critical Traffic Throughput Analysis:
Generally, the total offered critical traffic, Ac, ready for transmission from the beginning of a time slot can be defined as follows: + …..
………..+ (1)
The parameter Pc in Equation (1) is the probability of a successful critical packet transmission in a time slot. The general expression of this parameter is defined in the right hand side of Equation (2) . (2) After substituting the parameter Pc, Equation (1) can be rewritten as in Equation (3). (3) The optimal critical packet throughput, Sc, in a time slot is obtained by multiplying the critical packet successful transmission probability, pc, by the aggregate critical traffic, Ac. Therefore, Equation (3) can be rewritten as in Equation (4). (4) From Equation (4), it can be said that the critical traffic throughput is independent of the non critical packet transmission as there are only critical node terms. This is due to the use of cognitive radio transmission where critical packets transmitted using higher power while non critical packets are transmitted with lower power. Therefore, the receiver will consider the received lower power of non critical traffic as a noise when it coincides with a single critical packet received power.
Non-Critical Traffic Throughput Analysis:
Whereas in this non critical transmission, the successful non critical packet transmission depends on both critical and non critical traffic arrival per time slot. Therefore, the successful non critical packet transmission in a time slot occurs only when there is a single non critical packet arrival and zero critical packet arrival. These conditions are stated in the equation of the probability of successful non critical packet transmission Pnc (Equation (5)). (5) The derivation of the aggregate non critical packet traffic arrival, Anc, per time slot, is as follows:
After substituting the term pnc with the right-hand side of Equation (5), Equation (6) can be simplified as below:
The non critical packet throughput, Snc, is obtained by multiplying Equation (7) by the probability of successful transmission for the non critical packet traffic. The general formula for the non critical traffic throughput, Snc, is presented in Equation (8) . (8) II.
Network Traffic Rejection Analysis
The important performance parameter studied in this paper is the critical and non critical packet traffic rejection rate. The derivation of the critical and non critical packet traffic rejection formulas are presented herein. The critical traffic rejection probability depends on the number of allowed critical packet retransmissions. In the case of first packet transmission, the probability of packet transmission failure is the probability of critical packet transmission failure given allowed retransmission is . Therefore, their general formula for critical traffic rejection rate for allowed packet retransmissions can be written as in Equation (9).
(9) Similarly, the non critical traffic rejection probability in the case of first non critical packet transmission is.
When there are allowed non critical packet retransmissions; this rejection probability is defined in (10).
(10)
The critical and critical traffic rejection rate formulas are also solved numerically to compute the system rejection rate under different network parameters settings. 
III. FIGURES AND TABLES

IV. CONCLUSION
Thus from the mathematical and simulation analysis We have been calculated end to end delay and throughput at different traffic. The end to end delay is less as compared to conventional system and throughput is more as compared to conventional system.
